HISTORIC ST. MARY'S CITY TRAIL MAP

- St. John's Site Museum
- Footbridge
- Restrooms
- Trailhead
- Parking
- Camping (Reservation only - 240-895-4990)
- Water fountain
- Picnic area

Points of Interest:
1. Chancellor's Point
2. Hogaboom Nature Trail
3. Eagles Way Trail
4. Key Swamp Trail
5. Daffodil Gulch Trail
6. HSMC Museum path

- Stay on marked trails and do not blaze new trails.
- Pets must be kept on a leash at all times, clean up after your pet.
- Alcoholic beverages are not permitted.
- Please pick up all trash.
- No bicycles or motorized vehicles allowed on trails.

CLOSED TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC
TICKETS REQUIRED
Godiah Spray Tobacco Plantation
NO DOGS ALLOWED